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Encyclopedia Americana N Y & Chic ,
Encyc Ameiicana coip, 1931-32 30v
il, pi (pait col) poits, maps, plans,
facsims 26cm $120	031
History 1st cd 1903-04, 16v , unpaged, several par-
tial revisions, especially an edition in 22 volumes, pub
1912 under the title The Americana, which included some
new ai tides and changes in other articles The 1918-20
edition was a complete revision, reset throughout with
much new material Later pnntings of this edition, te,
1922, 1925, 1927, arid especially 1931-32 show revision and
changes in plates
A good up-to-date geneial encyclopedia covering much
the same ground as the New international (see below),
omitting borne names and subjects tieated m that work,
but including othczs omitted in the New international,
especially very recent names and subjects in the fields
of science and technology m which fields the Americana
is often somewhat stronger Important ai tides are by
specialists, aie signed and in general are excellent,
although the bibliographies aie sometimes uneven and
not always adequate Illustrations aie numerous and
good, pronunciation is mailed and theie aie numerous
short articles on small faubjccts, including many biog-
raphies of people still living A special feature is the
accounts of the histoiy, developments, etc , of the dif-
ferent centimes given alphabetically under the name of
the century, e g , llmteenth, Fifteenth, etc
The 1931-32 icissue is a "plalo-ievision" punted fiom
the plates used m the 1918-20 edition and subsequent
issues, but showing many changes and additions which,
in the aggiegate, constitute a considerable amount of
revised or additional mateiial Few new subjects have
been added, the changes made are mainly m articles
alieady existing Changes vaiy from a few words only,
e g , new population figures, or, in biographical articles,
addition of date of death, to changes of a page or moie
in longer articles, amounting m some cases to a prac-
tical rewriting of the aiticle While many articles re-
main unchanged, technical articles, articles containing
statistics, and many geographical ai tides show changes
to include new figuies and developments, and an especial
effort seems to have been made to bring gazetteer arti-
cles to date eithei by changes, or, in the case of Ameri-
can towns, by a substantial i own ting of the article For
Amencan towns the population figuies are those of the
1930 fedtial census, and other information, eg , indus-
tries, communications, institutions, etc , has been gath-
ered anew by questionnaues to local chambers of com-
merce In the case of foreign towns the information is
less consistent
New international encyclopaedia 2d ed
[Reissue] N Y, Dodd, 1922-30 27v il,
pi (part col) poits , maps, plans 25cm
Cloth $12350, bttckr $13150 Cheaper
ed 2v bd m 1, $85	031
vl-23, A-Z v 24-25, Suppl (1925) A-Z, Suppl (1930)
v 1-2, A-Z
 History Preceded by the International cyclopaedia
(1st ed 1886) which m turn was based upon an earlier
work to which the publishers of the International had
acquired publishing rights, \iden's Library of universal
knowledge, an Amencan reprint, with many additional
articles, of the 1878-80 ed of Chambers's encyclopaedia
Some of the material from Chambers's still remains in
the New international 1st ed of New international,
1902-04, 17v , a later issue not entirely revised but with
new material and maps, 1907, 20v , another partial re-
vision, 1912, incorporated the population figures of the
United States census of 1910 The 2d ed , 1914-16, thor-
oughly revised and reset, contains about 80,000 articles
as against the 65,000 of the 1st ed , the 1922 reissue of
the 2d ed is printed from the same plates, with some
changes throughout, of two mam kinds (a) changes in
the plates, e g , dates of death in biographies, references
from the mam alphabet to the War history in v 24,
etc , (b) new pages added to bnng to date some im-
portant articles, and some new maps Not needed in
the library which has the 1914-18 issue The supplements
to the 2d ed include (1) 1925 suppl, issued in two
eds (a) an edition numbered as supplement v 1-2, to
go with the original 1914-16 ed , and containing 13 maps,
and (b) an edition numbered as volumes 24-25, to go
with the 1922 reissue and containing only 3 maps, the
omitted 10 being already included m the 1922 reissue,
(2) 1930 suppl, 2v directly supplemental to the 1922
reissue but not incorporating all the material of the 1925
suppl For annual supplement see New international
year book, under Annual encyclopedias, p 43
An encyclopedia of good modern type, with adequate
and authoritative articles, many good illustrations, and
excellent and useful bibliographies Important articles
aie by specialists, minor articles by a capable office
staff Ai tides are all unsigned, but there is at the begin-
ning of each volume a list of the authors of the principal
articles m that volume Many very small subjects, in-
cluding even titles of famous works of literature, names
of fictitious characters, etc , are given separate treat-
ment, pronunciation is marked, and the system of cross
references is good There are many biographical articles,
about 20,000 m all, including articles on persons who
came into prominence during the European war and a
considerable proportion of Latin-American biogra-
phies The strongest feature of the encyclopedia is its
excellent and usable bibliographies A special biblio-
graphical feature, often very useful, is the reference
in articles on foreign authors, to translations of their
works as well as to the best editions in the original
On the whole, especially for purposes of ready ref-
erence, the New international was, when new, the most
frequently useful encyclopedia in English, although
for some English and European subjects and espe-
cially for cases where very full and scholarly treat-
ment of a subject is called for, the longer articles in
the Bntanmca (llth ed ) are preferred Supplements
(1925, 1930) are intended to bnng the 2d edition to date
for the events, personages, changes, etc, since 1914
Each contains two mam types of articles (1) new
articles on new subjects, and (2) continuation articles on
subjects treated in the main work An extra volume, un-
numbered, contains courses of reading and study

